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Introduction* 

1. Growth in output of roodgrains and potential self-sufficiency 
in roorlp,rain supplies in a number of developinp, countries have stimulated 
a lively interest in large investment in grain storage facilities. The 
only kind of storage fUnction considered in this paper is year-to-year 
storage which is motivated by a desire to reduce fluctuations in con
sumption in the face of unpredictable annual fluctuations in grain 
supplies. Buffer stocks are defined as those quantities of grain with
drawn from ·consumption when production happens to be unusually plentiful 
and re-introduced into the market when harvests happen to be less than 
normal. !/ 

2. Unlike Joseph in Egypt, 2,500 years ago, the modern-day planner 
has no prophetic insights which would make it possible for him to predict 
production in any particular future year. Instead, we assume he cart 
reasonably well guess the probability distribution of the deviations of 
annual production about a trend over a long period. As to the sequence of 
"surplus" and "deficit" years, we have assumed that they are randomly 
"selected" from that probability distribution. Since buffer stock storage 

· benefit~ are very much affected by the sequence of deviations, any worth
while prediction of their magnitude ought to be based on a large sample 
of production series. Prediction of benefits and good storage planning 
can only be made in a probability context. 

3. Stochastic simulation with the aid of a co~uter has proved 
well-sui ted for the analysis of buffer stock storage plans. While simu
lation does not yield the optimum storag-e rules and Cflpaci ty, as a 
difficult-to-construct dynamic programming routine might, simulation 
can be use~ to predict how a variety of assumptions affects a number of 
different storage benefit indices, giving both the expected values and 
their standard deviations. The models involved are simple to construct 
and the storage rules easy to follow. · 

L. . An important conclusion derived from initial empirical inveati- . 
gations usinp, simulation is that many less rigorous evaluations of the 
proble~ tend to overstate the net benefits and the extent of stabiliza
tion derivable from buffer stock schemes. 

* The paper abstracts from a larger study on cost-benefit methodology 
for evaluation storage investments. Messrs. N. Wilde and P. King 
assisted in develQping and running the computer models. The views 
expressed are those of the author and not necessarily those of his 
colleagues or of the IBRD. · 

1/ When supplies relative to demand are known . t -o be different from one 
period to another, storage benefits are best analyzed by a temporal 
equilibrium m~del. (For reference, sees Evaluation of Benefits 
from Season-to-Season Grain Stora e Pro ams, by Sholo Reutlinger 
and Norman ilde Consultant , RD onomics Department Working 
Paper No. 66, dated February 17, 1970.) 
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The Model · 

S. The stochastic simulation model presented in this paper consists 
of ·rour part~: . (a) generation of a sample of n seta of m annual, sequen
tially ·ordered production values, (b) calculation of the storage activity 
and related costs and benefits for each production value, (c) calculation 
of the discounted present value of various benefits and eosts and a measure 
of stability for each set of ·m annual production values, and (d) calculation 
of the expected value and standarq deviations of the present values and 
measures of stability over the s~le of n sets • . 

6. The time-ordered production values are randomly selected .trom a 
· probability distribution of production, assuming zero serial correlation~!/ 

1. Stora~e activity is determined by the level of production and 
storage rules., and is constrained by a~.ilable vacant storage capacity, 
and the amount of grain availabie in storage, respectively. The storage 
rules e"Xpress the desired level or stabilization, i.e., the quantity or 
grain consumption not to be exceeded, Qe, .and the minimal quantity or 

. grain consu_mption tc;> be made available; Qs • . : · 

8. The desired level of storage is calculated as follows: if pro-
. duction Q is · greater than Qs, the desired amount of grain to be put into 
storage is (Q- Qa). If Q is between Qg and. Qg, no storage activity is 
desired • . If Q is less than Qg, the desired amount of grain to be taken 

. out of s~orage is ( Qg - Q) • The actual amount or grain put into storage 
can, of course; never exceed the s·ize of available sto~ge capacity, ar;d 
the actual amount of grain taken out of storage cannot exceed the amount 

· of grain available in storage. Available storage space. and the amount 
of grain ·in storage depend on the maximum available storage capacity and 
the storage activity in prior years. Hen~e, the estimat·es ot storage 
activity are specific to a given sequentially ordered production series, 
the· gi ve.n storage rul~s am ·the · gi Ten maximum storage capacity. 

9. Several kinds of ben"efits and costs are .calculated for a given 
level of storage activity. They can be. best explained by reference to 
P'igure 1~ first, consider social benefits and costs. If production is 

. ~ and(~ ~ ·Qi) is put .into storage, consu~er surplus sacrition is the 
·amount of grain stored · multiplied by the average ·of the prices which 
would prevail w~ thou t . and with storage, i.e. , ( ~ - Q]_) ( P1 • Pi) /2. To 
this negative penefit .is· added any variable storage cost incurred at the 
time gr~in i ·s put into storage. If grain production is ~ and ( ~ - ~) 
is ·taken out of storage, consumer surplus is the amount of grain taken 
out of storage multiplied by the average of the prices 1thich would prevail 
with and Wi.thout storage activity, i.e., (Q2. - ~) (P2 + P2)/2. From 
this is subtracted any variable cost in~urred .in taking grain out or storage. 

!1 Such a probability distribution can be usually estimated on the basis 
of historical production data. 
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Price 

Figure 1 

10. The financial benefits and costs to a public storage corporation 
are similarly calculated, except the market prices of grain which prevail 
with storage -- Pi when grain is put into storage, and P2 when grain is 
taken out of storage -- are used to evaluate the quantities of grain. The 
cost of p,rain put into storage is (~- Q')p' and the revenue of grain 
taken. out of storage is (Q2 - Q2 )P~. Variable storage costs are included 
as in the previous paragraph. 

11. When production is ~ and an amount (~ - Q') of grain is put 
into storage, farm income increases by (Pl- P1 ) Q1 • When production is 
~ and an amount of (~ - Q?) of grain is taken out of storage, farm 
income decreases by (P2 - P2)~. Note that a long holding period is 
favorable to the storage effect on farm income as the benefit preceeds 
the cost, whereas for consumers, extended storage reduces the discounted 
value of benefits. 
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12. There are secondary effects to a reduction in price fluctuation 
which are not quantified in this model. Grain prices may affect wa~es 
and 1 r wages are sticky, a price rise in grain in one year may mean 
hir,her wa~es (more ~onsumption and less savings) forever after. On the 
supply side, price fluctuations result in price uncertainty and in retro
spect less than ration~l allocation of resources. Calculation of these 
beneficia"r effects of buffer stocks remain a challenge for further work. 
However, in the meantime, the simulation model has been used to estimate 
the errect or storage on reducing price fluctuations and rarm income 

· :fluctuations as measured by their standard deviations. 

1). Having calculated the social and financial costs and benef.its 
and farm income changes as well as the price and farm income tor each 
year in the set of m annual observations, the next step is to calculate 
the present value of social and financial benefits and farm income c~nges 
using a desired discount rate, and the standard deviation of price and 
farm income based on the m observations in the set. 

lL. Finally} since any measure of benefits is very specific to 
sampling variation in the frequency distribution of production and parti
cularly in the sequential ordering of production levels, n values of each 
of the above measures, derived from different, randomly chosen m-year
long production sequen.ces, are used to derive estimates of their expected 
values and standard deviations based on the sample of n sets. 

Illustrative Conditional Projections 

15. To illustrate even more concretely how the model is used, consider 
the following datas 

(a) A triangular probability distribution of production 
with a mean of LO million tons and a range from 
3L to L6 million tons. 

(b) A linear demand function with price elasticity of 
- 0.5 at the mean production and mean of price 
( $ 100) , 1 • e • , 

p . • 300 - 5Q 

where P is the price per ton and Q is grain 
available for consumption in million tons. 

(c) Variable storage cost is $ 1.00 per ton at 
time of loading and the discount rate is 
6 percent. 

(d) Maximum storage capacity .is one million tons 
a·nd the storage rules (~, Qg) are as followsa 
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Ll (i.e., the intention is not to 
let consumption exceed Ll million 
tons), 

39 (i.e., the intention is not to 
let consumption be less than 
39 million tons). 

16. Sample calculations of the storage activity and some benefit 
indices for a number of years are shown in Table 1. Clearly, the results 

. are very specific to the chance-controlled production series. Particu
larly the sequential ordering will determine · the total amount of grain 
stored (capacity utilization) and the cost of holding grain. It, tor 
instance, five years hav:e elapsed between time grain :i. s put into and 
taken out of storage and a 6 percent discount rate is used, . the net 
gain would have .to exceed 25 percent for the discounted storage benefits 
to be posti ve. 

Year 

1 
2 

I 

3 
L 
5 
6 

i 
7 

!r 8 . . . . 
30 

Table lz Illustration of Year-to-Year Simulation 
of Buffer Stock Operations 

(Maximum Storage Capacityz · 1 Million tons) 
(Storage Ruless .Qs • Ll, Qg • 39) 

. (1) (2) (3) (L) (5) 
Production Opening Grain Economic Price 
(randomly Stock Stored Benefit 'Without 
selected (Consumer Storage 
from P .D.) Surplus) 

. (Million Tons) {Million $) {$) 

L5.8 · 0 1.0 - 7L 71 
LL.B . 1 0 0 75 . 
Ll.2 1 0 0 9L 
37.6 1 - 1.0 109 112 
37.2 0 0 0 113 
L3.1 0 1.0 - 88 85 
38.2 1 - .8 86 109 
Lo.o .2 0 0 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. . . . . . . . . 

... 
' 

{6) 

Price 
With 

Storage 

{$) 

76 
75 
9L 

107 
113 

90 
i05 
100 . . . . . 
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17. Table 2 shows the expected values of a number of benefit indices 
obtained from simulating buffer stock operations when the above stated 
assumptions apply, but the storage rules and maximum storage capacities 
are varied. Each expected value in the table is obtained from a sample 
ot 300 runs of 30 years duration. Index (2), the present value of net 
benefits, is .obtained by subtracting $ 25 per ton for construction costs 
of the storage facilities minus their discounted salvage value after 30 
years.!/ Percent capacity utilization measures the average annual amount 
of grain put into storage per 100 tons of storage capacity. 

18. Particu~arly noteworthy are the declines in marginal benefits as 
storage capacity increases. Beyond a point it would not pay to increase 
stora~e activity even i.f the facilities could be obtained vi thout cost. 

· 19. Also noteworthy is the large gain in farm income from the buffer 
stock operations. This explains why farmers' lobbies would advocate large 
buffer stock programs. The time dimension of storage works against the 
consumer; he bears the cost when grain is Withdrawn from consumption and 
gets a benefit several ·years later, when grain . is withdrawn from storage. 
The farmers' time dimension is the mirror image of the consumers'& 
farmers benefit now and pay later. This phenomenon suggests that deve
loping countries should perhaps pay more attention to storing buffer stocks 
of export commodities than of domestically consumed grain. Even after 
subtracting the negative financial benefits from the gain in farm income, 
the net gain· (Index 6) is large. 

20. Finally, it should be noted that the expected reduction in price 
nuctuations is not all a_s impress! ve as advocates of ~arge buffer stock 
operations would have us believe. While the storage rules reflect the 
desire to practically eliminate the large price fluctuations as reflected 
in the size of the standard deviation ($ 17), the fluctuations are reduced 
only to $ 13 (2L per9ent) even when the storage capacity is fairly large~ 

\ 

21. Table 3 shows the standard deviations of several or the calculated 
benefit indices. As expected, the dispersion of discounted benefits stem-

. . ming from the incidence of differing sequences of production levels is 
quite large·. This adds a dimension of risk to storage investment for 
buffer stock operations which is above and beyond the risk arising trom 
the imprecise predictability of all other investment~related events. 

2·2. Table L· shows what storage ·benefits would be if the price elas-
ticity is - ·a.25 rather than c.S. The benefits are generally much larger, 

·but even under such an extreme assumption, the optimum capacity (3 million 
tons) is less than the standard deviation of production (3.7 million tons). 

One finds. in the literature recommendations to provide for buffer stock 
operations of the order of one standard deviation of production fluc
tuation. Our analysis suggests that a more optimal size in this 
specific case is one-third or a standard deviation (1-2 million tons). 

. . 
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Table 2 I Expected Indices or Storage Benefit~ 
(Price Elasticity: - 0.5) 

Indices or Beneti ts 
Storage Capacity (million tons) 

0 .5 1 2 3 I L lC 

----------------------------(million dollars)-------------------------- ... 

( 1) P.V. or Gross Eco. Ben. I ' 28 L8 7C DD 61 

(2) P.V. or Net Eco. Ben. r 16 ilD _20 - 5 - 39 

(J) P.V. or Gross Fin. Ben. - 2L 3L 22 - 18 - 68 

(L ). P.V. ofNet Fin. Bpn. ilfJ 9 - 28 - 93 - 168 

· L0.5,)9.5 (5) P.V. or fl. Fann Inc. 102 202 397 575 733 

(6) (L) + (5) 111. · 211 269 L82 565 

(7) St. Dev. Price ($) I~ 
17.L 16.L 15.6 l.L.1 1).0 12.3 

(8) St. Dev. Farm Inc. 358 321 . . 293 263 260 270 ,,, 
' (9) Cap. Utili. 22 22 20 18 . - . 16 . 

(1) P.V. or Groaa Eco. Ben. 27 L7 67 ·L§£7 59 - L7 

(2) P.V. or Net Eco. Ben. l5 .Llrl 17 - 7 - Ll - 297 

()) P.V. or Gross fin. Ben. 2L 35 25 - 9 - LB - )13 

(L) P.V. of Nat P'1 n. Ben. !JD 10 -2rr I - BL -1L8 - L63 

Ll, 39 (5) P.V. of 6. Fa"' Inc. 101 200 J8L . 552 696 1,265 

(6) (L) + (5) 11) 210 359 L68 SL8 8C2 

(7) St. Dev. Price ($) 17 .L 16.5 15.6 l.L.2 1).2 12.5 1C.2 

(8) St. Dev. hrm Inc. 358 )21 29) 26c 25) 2SJ l 227 

(9) Cap. Utili • - 21 20 18 16 lL 

.(1) P.V. of Gross Eco. Ben 23 )9 l31J 51 
1-

39 

(2) P.V. of Net Eeo. Ben. 11 I:1D 3 '- - 2L - 61 
; 

(3) P.V. of Gross r1 n. Ben. 21 29 23 0 - 2L 

(L) P.V. of Net Ft~. Ben. . Lil .· L - 27 - 75 -12L -

L2, 30 {Sl P.V. of~ Farm Inc. 9L 18) 3L7 LBL 597 

(6) (L) · + (5) 10) 187 )20 LC9 ~- L73 

(7) St. Dev. Price ($) 17.L 16.6 15.8 l.L.6 1).9 1).) 

(8) St. Dev. Farm Inc. 358 · )2) 299 267 252 2LC 
-

(9) Cap. Utili. 16 lS 1) 12 10 

IIOTE • The boxed fi t:ures are the maxi•um value.s or the reapecti ve indices. 
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Table 3: Standard Deviations or Indices of Storage Benefits 

Storage Storage Capacity (million tons) 
Rules Index of Benefits 
(~,%) .s 1 2 3 L 

-----------Million Dollars---.:. _____ :_ __ 
(1) P.V. of Eco. Ben. 13 2L Ll 52 61 

Lo.5,39.5 (2) P.V. of Fin. Ben. 13 23 35 1.2 51 
(3) P.V. of~ Farm Inc. . 19 38· 76 116 155 

(1) P.V. of Eco. Ben. 13 23 39 51 6o 
Ll, 39 (2) P.V. of Fin. Ben. 12 21 33 Ll L9 

( 3) P.V. or~ Farm Inc. 20 39 -19 119 157 

(1) P .• V. of Eco. Ben• 12 23 38 L9 S8 
L2, 38 (2) P. V. of Fin. Ben. 12 21 32 Jt· 

. . ·5o 
(3) P~V. · of fJ. Farm Inc. 20 . . Ll 83 l~L 

Table L: ected Values of Indices of Stora e Benefits 
Price Elasticity~ - 0.2 

Storar:e Stora~e Capacity (million tons) 
Rules Index ~r BP~~f1ts 

(QR,QS) o . .s 1 2 3 L 

-·- --~· -- - - - :- - -~ -- -.-'-- Million Dollars ------------
. . (1} P.V . or Oross Eco. Ben. .. 77 139 225 268 285 

·. (2) P~V. of N.et Eco. Ben. . 65 . llL 175 11937 185 
. ( 3) P.V. of Gross Eco. Ben~ 69 ill 129 89 27 

Lo.5,39.5 (L) P.V. of Nf.tt .. Fin. Ben. 57 rw;; 79 . lL - 73 
( ') ) P. V • of ~ · Farm Inc . 205 -rt01 79L 1,150 l,L67 
(h) (L,) ... . ) . 262 L93 873 1,16L ~,39L 
('7) St. Dev. Price ($) JL.7 )2.7 )0.9 27.9 25.7 2L.l 
(8) St. Dev. Farm Inc. l,OL7 968 900 796 732 69L 
(9) Cap~ Utili. (%) 22 22 20 18 16 
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Ll, 39 
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Table 2a: . Expected Indices or Storage Benefits 

(Price Elasticity-a -0.5) 

Storage Capacity ( illion 
Indices of Benefits 

0 .5 l 

·----
ons) 

2 I 3 

-------------(Million Dollars)--------------

(1) p. v. of Gross Eco. Bene. 10 llL7 ll - 5 

(2) P.V. of Net Eco. Ben. /-2/ - 11 - 31 - Be 

(3) P;.V. of Gross Fin. Ben. 7 3 - 23 -60 

(L) P. v ~ of Net Fin. Ben. 1-51 . - 22 - 27 -135 

(5) p. v. of~ Farm Inc. 85 166 315 LLL 

(6) (L) + (5) 80 lLL 288 309 

( 7) S_t. Dev. Price ($) 12.5 L.6 10.9 9.7 9.C 

(8) St. Dev. Farm ·Inc. 260 228 206 186 186 

(9) Cap. Utili. 20 19 16 lL 

(1) P.V. of Gross .Eco. Ben. 9 llL7 9 - 7 

(2) P.V. of Net Eco. Ben. 1-31 - 11 ~ L1 - 82 

(3) P.V. of Gross Fin. Ben. 7 I~ 5 - 18 - 50 

(L) P.V. of Net Fin. Beri. /-5/ L 20 - 68 -125 

(5) P.V. of L\ Farm Inc. 81 157 29L L13 

(6) (L) + (5) 76 137 226 288 

(7) St. Dev. Price ($) 12~5 11.7 u.o lC.C 9.3 

( 8) St .• Dev • Farm Inc ·. 260 229 2C6 185 :1.78 

(9) .· cap. Utili. 16 15 13 11 

(l) P.V. of Gross. Eco. Ben. 5 ./bl - L - 20 

(2) P.V. of Net Eco. Ben. /-7/ - 19 - 5L - 90 

(3) P.V. of Gross Fin. Ben. L 0 - 19 - L3 

(L) P.V. of Net Fin. Ben. /-8/ - 25 - 69 -118 

(5) P.V. of~ Farm Inc. 
~ 

69 133 2L7 3L6 

(6) (L) + (5) 61 1)8 178 228 

(7) :St. Dev. Price ($) 12.5 11.9 11.3 10.6 10.1 
I 

( R) St. Dev. Farm Inc. 260 235 217 195 183 

(9) Cap.- Utili. 10 10 8 7 
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The benefit estimates are too high if one cons i ders it 1,1nrealistic t hat 
a country would isolate itselr from trade at any price rather t han ex
por.ience further price nuctua ti ons. In the case used for ill us t ration 
it was implied, for instance, that the value of stor ing a ton of grain 
f"rom a time when production is one standard deviation above normal to a 
t.ime when production is one standard deviation less than normal i a approxi
mately $ 10. With trade being a realistic alter native to storing, t he 
value of stor1ng would never exceed the difference between the export 
and import price. 

Evaluation of Model 

2). A major shortcoming of the simulation model is that it does not 
yield optimal storage rules, which could be obtained by using dynamic 
programming. The offsetting advantage is that the storage rules are simple 
and more likely to be followed in practice. FUrthermore, given the low 
computing cost, it is feasible to experiment with different storage rules 
until optimal rules are approached. For inst ance, we could let the amount 
of desired storage be proportional to the level of product,ion and t he 
amount of grain in storage, with the proportionality coefficients to be 
determined by experimentation. 

2L. The great advantage of the simulation approach is the ease with 
which it is possible to calculate the effect of dif ferent storage capa
cities and rules on a large number of measures of benefits. For i nstance, 
the measured social benefits do not necessarily acc ount for the di f fi cult
to-measure indirect effects of a reduction in price nuctuations. It is 
usefUl to see, therefore, the trade-off between measurabll benefits and 
the standard deviation of prices as storage capacity increases. 

25. Another advantage of the simulation over the analytical opt i mi -
zation approach is the ease with which it is possible to calculate not 
only expected values but also measures of dispersion of the benefi t indices. 
Intuitively, the benefits will be quite different i n the case where an 
investment in storage is followed by seven "bad" years and then by seven 
"good" years, from the case where the "good" and "bad" years alternate . 
over the life of the investment. One would like to have, therefore , a 
measure of this kind of risk attached to a stor age investment. 

26. Now we have a few words about the nat ure of some of the i mplied 
assumptions underlying the model and their implications. First, the dis
tribution of production deviations is usually quite difficult to estimate. 
Historical production data contain trends, cycles and r andom fluctuations 
which are difficult to sort out. Usually we make an assumption about the 
nature of the r andom fluctuations and then proceed to estimate -trends and 
cycles. Deviations of production about a least- sqaures trend lines of ten 
look more uniformly than normally distributed. This is, of course , 
because production fluctuations are as often cyclical as r andom. 

27. We have used a triangular distribution, partly because of conve-
nience and partly because we have assumed zero year-to-year correlation. 
If production were distributed uniformly, stor age benefits would tend to 
be larger than what we have found; however, i f there are production cycles 
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and we use simple storage rules abstracting from any knowledge of future 
cycles, storage benefits .would tend to be smaller. We are counting, 
therefore, that the bias introduced by the choice of distribution will be 
compensated by ~he bias resulting from assuming zero correlation. 

28. . The model implies that storage operations from "good" to "bad" 
production years are the only alternative to fluctuating consumption • 

. This is clearly untenable when production nuctuations are large, the 
price elasticity is low, and a country enjoys proximity to export and 
import markets. When trade is feasible and advantageous, s.torage benefits 
will usually be less than those measured by assuming the only alternative 
is to let domestic consumption vary with domestic production. 

29. The social benefit does not include a measure of the benefits 
from shifts in the supply and demand functions which may result from 
operating a price stabilization scheme. This is clearly a shortcoming, 
but not so much of the model as of empirical knowledge about the magni
tude of such shifts. We hope that the measure of stabilization calculated 
will be,. nevertheless, an additional useful indicator of the benefits of 
a storage program of a given size. As our illustrations have shown, there 
is a large difference between the intended and achievable extent of stabi
lization with a given storage capacity. 

)0. Many extensions or variants of the simulation model discussed 
are possible. We have already experimented with introducing a growth 
trend into annual supply and demand and supplementing the standard devia-

. tion of price by indices of dispersion which would give larger weights 
to extreme deviations, as a measure of how much storage ft!ght eliminate 
undesirable effects of supply nuctuations. We have also _proposed a 
model which measures the benefits of buffer stock storage· when the function 
of such storage is to eliminate fluctuations in import requirements. 
Finally, we are prepared to invest effort in exploring whether more complex 
storage rules could substantially increase the expected storage benefits, 
and we generally ne.ed to further test the sensitivity of such models. 
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A SIMULATION MODEL POR EV.liDATIHG BUFFER STOCK PROGRAMS 
by 

Shlomo Reutlinger 

Errata and Addendum 

in paragraph 15 (a) Instead or t " ·· ••••••• a triangular 
" • • . • • • • • a uniform •••••••• " . 

Delete: Paragraph 27. 

" ....... 

Adds Tables .. 2a and La given si111ulation results vhen all the assumptions 
are as given for Tables 2 and L, except a triangular distribution 
of production is substituted for the unitorm distribution. 

Table Laz Expected Values of Indicies of Storage Benefits 
(Price ·Elasticity: -0.25) 

Storage . Storage Capacity (million toris) 
Rules Index of Benefits 
(~,Qs) 0 .5 1 2 3 I -- .•. 

L 

-----------:-----Million Dollars-~-.:, ____ -------
(1) P.V. or Gross Eco. Ben. l~2 "71 102 ;rrJ77 91 

. (?.) P.V. or Net Eco. Ben. 30 ' ~6 /52/ 32 - 3 

(3) P.V. of Gross Fin. Ben. 35 'LB 35 - L . - 51 

(l.J) P.V. of Net Fin. Ben. 23 ill/ - 15 - 79 -151 

LC.5,39.5 (c;) ·p.v. of 6 Farm Inc. 170 332 629 888 1.,121 
·. 

.. ) (L) + (5) 355 · 61L 809 I • . 193 970 '. · ) 

( 7) St. Dev. Price ($) 2L.8 2).0 2l.L 19.C 17.L 16.3 

( 3) St. Dev. Farm Inc. 7L9 677 620 537 589 L61 ·· 

(9) Cap. Utili. (%) 20 19 16 lL 12 
.. 
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